Abstract. Product pattern design has gradually become the key factors of purchase, which often has profound culture, a very high aesthetic and artistic value. In order to improve mechanical and electrical product design efficiency and effect, shorten the product development cycle, improve product competitiveness, in this paper, a new design method of mechanical and electrical products appearance modeling based on entity patterns gene was put forward. Pattern elements were changed into the vector units Nusing image processing function of MATLAB software, including image segmentation, image preprocessing, contour extraction, extracting the key points, the outputting coordinate value and the non-uniformity of B spline curve fitting. Complex and beautiful products appearance could be generated with UG secondary development platform based on Visual C++6.0 by selecting the different rules of composition. Finally, the appearance modeling of an air-cleaner was designed using above these steps, which could be obtained an excellent design in high efficiency. These would promote culture, aesthetic and artistic of produces, and enhance competitiveness and purchase of produces.
Introduction
Nowadays, the function and the technology of all kinds of products are more and more perfect by modeling design, of which mainly includes the innovative design of the appearance of electronic products, mechanical equipment and living supplies, etc., which product appearance has gradually become the key factors of purchase [1] [2] [3] [4] . Product pattern design is considered a part of product appearance, which often exist profound culture and has a very high aesthetic and artistic value, such as china traditional artistic pattern including tadpole grain, plum fragrance, Baoxiang patterns, the deer and geometric patterns. Product pattern design is an important way of product value, which can make the products with more competitive in the market [5] [6] [7] . Thus, appearance design occupies an important position on product development, and many researchers have engaged in the product appearance design.
Liu extracted the pattern features of traditional product, and proposed to product pattern forming elements as the basis, to product pattern design method as the theoretical guidance of the product pattern design procedure [8] . Finally, a product model has been established through editing program, which could design product appearance modeling by obtaining program according to the features of the designed product. Wong proposed a method of generating plant decorative pattern by computer, which could meet the design of the plant decoration pattern, to solve the restricted problem of the rule for simulation plant growth among L-system [9, 10] . Li studied a generation method of the fractal artistic pattern based on genetic algorithm, and put forward the innovative design method of art pattern in product design [11] . The method relied on computer programming, which also did not take into account the color and needed the further consummation. Ouyang proposed a simple and efficient method to create hyperbolic patterns. They first present a FR algorithm that transforms an arbitrary point into the FR only within a few steps. Then, a flexible construction of the invariant mapping (IM) was established, which was independent of the mapping form [12] . Chan further researched on automatic generation non periodic art pattern of the tile by using the dynamic system method, to create a large number of a unique pattern of non-periodic [13] .
For the above methods, they were a specific pattern design methods based on entity patterns, and had a certain application scope. With the improvement of the user requirements and products, some new design methods need to be put forward to meet the requirements of product pattern design. In this paper, a new design method of mechanical and electrical products appearance modeling is proposed based on entity patterns gene. Firstly, pattern elements are changed into the vector units by powerful image processing function of MATLAB software; Secondly, the automatically generated system of three-dimensional pattern is developed by Visual C++6.0 development platform and the three-dimensional secondary development of UG [14] ; Finally, complex and beautiful products appearance are generated by selecting different the rules of composition.
The Procedure of Products Appearance Modeling Based on Entity Patterns Gene
In this paper, products appearance modeling based on entity patterns gene could be generated by introducing the method of gene case, which would follow these steps.
Pattern Elements Changed into the Vector Units by MATLAB Software Image Segmentation Based on Connecting Region
Connecting region refers to the enclosed area surrounded by a closed curve, and it as the criterion to separate image is to find out the image elements by a closed curve coloring in certain images (scanning or taking pictures). And image elements are done structure analysis and are separated the independent image units. The operation methods are the trim, the Clone Stamp tool, eraser and so of Photoshop software, and the image elements of repetitive, too small and meaningless will be filtered out and these representative of the image elements will be extracted. Three original images were shown in fig.1 and extracted the image elements were shown in fig.2 . 
Image Pre-processing Technology Based on MATLAB
(1)Gray processing technology of color image Gray processing technology of color image could be achieved by invoking the function rgb2gary ( ) in image processing toolbox of MATLAB.
(2)The binaryzation technique of gray image The binaryzation of the images is that the original images are processed into black and white images according to pre-threshold, which only includes black and white pixels. The aim of the operation is to obtain the structure information of two value image and eliminate the interference information of the background image. Image processing toolbox of MATLAB provided function im2bw ( ) to process threshold. The image elements of fig.2 were processed with the method of processing threshold, as shown in fig.3 . (3) Black and white image denoising technology Noise is that the image is not clear, which is produced by all kinds of interference factors in the image forming process, and the specific form have snow or cluttered background interference factors, etc. Generally speaking, the image after gray and the binaryzation will be more or less produce noise, and the subsequent contour extraction will be affected. Mean filtering, wavelet filtering, median filtering, morphological filtering are commonly used the image denoising methods.
Extraction Technology of Image Geometric Pattern
After black and white image denoising, the contour of image element single pixel width will be extracted, and that is the composition elements of image geometric pattern. Several geometric patterns of image elements were obtained by extraction technology of image geometric pattern, as shown in fig.4 . 
Extraction Technology of Contour Feature Point
In image processing, the extracting contour feature points (the key point or corner point) have important significance, which ensure the important image gray information integrity, but also reduces the amount of image data processing. In this paper, the feature points were extracted using Harris algorithm and finally coordinate value of some feature points were outputted by MATLAB [15, 16] . Fig.5 showed the process of the extracting feature points. 
The Vectorization of Pattern Composition Element Based on B Spline Curve
Curve fitting is the most important step to the vectorization process of pattern composition elements. And we should select the appropriate curve to fit the discrete coordinates, and the images after fitting should as far as possible match with original images. In this paper, we selected the method of B spline curve to fit above these coordinates. These curves fitted were shown in fig.6 . 
Automatic Generation of Entity Pattern Based on UG
Automatic generation prototype system of entity pattern based on UG would be followed next steps. Firstly, UG secondary development based on VC++ is completed, including the preparation method of a dialog box, menu and the corresponding program; Secondly, entity patterns are created pattern elements and the rule of composition according to the vectorization; Finally, in UG/Open API entity pattern elements and their arrangement and combination (including array, mirror, rotate, move, zoom etc.) are achieved.
The Complex Pattern Generation and Design Examples Based on Pattern Genes The Generating Method of New Patterns
The innovation process of a pattern is that a pattern gene is filled according to a known composition rules, and composition rules can be selected according to the actual demand. The specific steps are as follows. Firstly, the suitable pattern gene is selected according to the design demand; Secondly, a pattern composition rule is selected (including the central symmetry, axis symmetry, along a curved array), and the parameters of the rules are determined; Thirdly, the number of design pattern gene and array spacing are determined; Next, position, size, direction of pattern gene are adjusted and are transformed according to the layout of the size; Finally, the appropriate section shapes and section sizes including rectangle, isosceles triangle, circle are chosen according to the design demand, and drawing and entities operation of a new pattern can be realized using entity command of the UG two development module. Some new patterns were generated using the method of pattern gene, as shown in fig.7 . 
The Generating Method of Complex Patterns
Pattern gene is the key factor of the pattern design, and for a complex pattern, its creation process can be considered that one or a group of patterns of gene are arranged the process according to some certain composition rules. Composition rules of the patterns have cycling rules, path blocks split (along the curve of permutation and combination), many rule-combining combinations etc. Constructing patterns using the circulation rules are that pattern genes add a new rule of formation pattern, such as recursive rules, to make the pattern gene into a new pattern in the recursive algorithm. A new design pattern was obtained using "heart-shaped" arrayed patterns as the pattern gene according to the circulation rules, as shown in fig.8 . That needed to increase the control parameters of the XYZ coordinate, number control parameters of pattern gene and the ratio parameters of controlling pattern size, which were achieved by adding recursive procedures in the program to make the coordinates according to the rule change, and in different coordinates, the pattern gene according to the scale factor changed the size was drawn. 
Design Examples Based on Pattern Genes
In this section， a truck air filter logo having Qin culture was designed. We chose the word Qin of Xiao Zhuan font as the main composition element, as shown in fig.9 , and also extracted a secondary composition element in a Qin lacquerware. These composition elements were obtained by shooting or scanning. Fig.10 showed that genes were extracted in the composition element and the secondary composition element. Fig.11 showed that B-spline curves were fitted when the key point coordinates of these genes were obtained. Then, the entities of the logo design were generated by UG secondary development, as shown in fig.12 . Finally, a truck air filter logo having Qin culture would be achieved when entity pattern and solid model were combined in UG software, as shown in fig.13 . 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new design method of mechanical and electrical products appearance modeling based on entity patterns gene was put forward. Any composition elements were obtained by shooting or scanning as the composition element, which were divided into genes and were obtained the key point coordinates. Then B-spline curves were fitted and the entity patterns were achieved using the secondary development platform based on UG and Visual C++6.0. The new design method showed that simple patterns and complex patterns could be generated by some composition rules including the central symmetry, the axis symmetry, cycling rules and path blocks split etc. That could enrich products pattern design, and enhance culture, aesthetic and artistic value of products, and shorten the development cycle of products.
